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G j s 1.1 .  .yi ljf j e .
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has received considerable attention in the literature as it is related to the
Fredholm and invertibility study of classes of convolution type operators
w xon a finite interval 24, 15]17, 3, 4 . Many authors have until now studied
w xthis problem, 17, 19, 20, 13, 2, 9, 25 . In this paper, using the corona
theorem, the factorization of a new class of matrix-valued functions is
studied that gives criteria for canonical factorization and gives rise to
general formulas for the factors. This allows the definition of effective
criteria for canonical AP factorization as well as the calculation of theW
 .factors for new classes of AP matrix functions, i.e., almost periodic APW
matrix functions of the Wiener class. The actual calculation of the factors,
which gives a meaningful application of the results obtained in this paper,
w xis left to a companion paper 1 .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notions of
canonical generalized factorization and of AP factorization that we need.
In Section 3 we give a sufficient condition for the existence of canonical
generalized factorization of a class of bounded measurable matrix func-
 .tions of the form 1.1 . Section 4 deals with the same question for AP
factorization. In general it is necessary to solve a corona problem in order
to obtain the factors G of a canonical factorization G s G G . How-" q y
ever, if G is AP factorizable, with additional conditions, without solving a
 .corona problem it is possible to obtain an explicit expression for d G s
 .  .M G M G , where M denotes the Bohr mean value. In Section 5q y
criteria for canonical AP factorization are given for the class of APW
 .matrix-valued functions 1.1 . Formulas for the factors in terms of corona
solutions are also given. To obtain these criteria we use an algebraic
automorphism of the nonclosed algebra of AP matrix functions ofW
bounded spectrum. In this section we state also a result about the
solvability of the corona problem for AP functions of bounded spectrum.W
2. PRELIMINARIES
To begin with, we introduce the definitions of the spaces and the
different notions of factorization that we use in the sequel.
 .In all that follows AP will denote the smallest subalgebra of L R ,`
containing the functions e : R ª C, x ¬ eil x, l g R.l
If f g AP, the Bohr mean value is the number
1 T
M f s lim f x dx .  .H2TTª` yT
and the Fourier spectrum of f is the set
ÃV f s l g R: f l s M e f / 0 . .  .  . 4yl
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Ã .Every f g AP can be expressed as a formal Fourier series  f l elg V  f . l
Ã<  . <and we say that f g AP if  f l - `.W lg V  f .
AP" and AP" are the subalgebras of AP and AP such thatW W
" Ã " "AP s f g AP: f l s 0 for "l - 0 , AP s AP l AP . . 4 W W
w xA Lebesgue measurable function w: R ª 0, ` is called a weight if the
y1 4.set w 0, ` has measure zero.
 .We denote by L R , 1 F p F `, the usual Lebesgue spaces on R and,p
 .given a weight w on R, we define L R, w , 1 - p - `, as the weightedp
Lebesgue space with the norm
1rp
p p5 5 < <f s f x w x dx . .  .p , w H /
R
 .The operator S defined on L R, w byR p
1 f x .
S f t s lim dx , t g R, 2.1 .  .  .HR p i x y t«ª0  .R_J t«
 . x w w xwhere J t s t y « , t q « , is bounded if and only if 11«
1rp 1rq1 1
p yqsup w x dx w x dx - `, 2.2 .  .  .H H /  /< < < <J JJ JJ
< <where J runs through all intervals of R, J denotes the length of J, and
y1 y1  .p q q s 1. The set of all weights w on R satisfying 2.2 is the set of
 .Muckenhoupt weights, usually denoted by A R .p
 . 2Assume 1 - p - ` and w g A R . Then S s I, which implies that thep R
operators
P s I " S r2 ." R
 .are bounded complementary projections on L R, w .p
" Let us define the weighted Hardy spaces on the half-planes P s z:
4"Im z ) 0 .
H " are the Hardy spaces of bounded analytic functions on P". Let`
q .   .. y .   ..H w s P L R, w and H w s P L R, w . Functions f gp q p p y p
" . "H w can be extended to analytic functions on P , respectively. Wep
" " .identify the elements of H and H w with their nontangential limits` p
on R.
Before giving the definitions of the different notions of factorization
that we will use in the sequel, let us note that, for an n = m matrix
w xfunction, we say that this function belongs to some space X if eachn, m
w xentry belongs to X. If m s 1 we write X .n
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w  .xLet G be a complex matrix function in L R and let us recall the` n, n
 .definitions of canonical generalized factorization relative to L R, w andp
 w x.of bounded canonical generalized factorization see, e.g., 23, 22, 27, 28 .
w  .xDEFINITION 2.1. A matrix-valued function G g L R is said to` n, n
 .admit a canonical generalized factorization relative to L R, w , 1 - p - `,p
 .w g A R , if G has a representation of the formp
G s G G , 2.3 .q y
where
 . w q  .x y 1 w q  y 1 .xi r G g H w , r G g H w , r G gq q p n , n q q q n , n y y
w y y1 .x y1 w y .x  .  .y1H w , r G g H w , and r x s x " i ;q n, n y y p n, n "
 . y1 y1ii the operator G P G I possesses a bounded extension toy y q
w  .xL R, w .p n
Using the passage to the unit circle G with the help of the linear
fractional transform
x y i
a x s , x g R, .
x q i
w x  .we get from Theorem 2.2 in 22 that a canonical factorization 2.3 only
 .with the property i is determined uniquely to within a constant invertible
matrix multiplier.
wApplying the transform a , from an analogue of Simonenko's results 27,
x  w x w x.28 , see 5, Theorem 6.32 and also 10, Chap. 8.3, Theorem 3.1 we obtain
the following criterion.
THEOREM 2.2. The operator T s P q GP with coefficient G gG q y
w  .x w  .x  .L R is in¨ertible on the space L R, w , 1 - p - `, w g A R if` n, n p n p
 .and only if G admits a canonical generalized factorization relati¨ e to L R, w .p
w  .xDEFINITION 2.3. A matrix-valued function G g L R is said to` n, n
possess a bounded canonical generalized factorization if G has a representa-
 .tion of the form 2.3 , where
"1 q "1 yG g H , G g H .q ` y `n , n n , n
 w x.Finally, we give the definition of AP factorization see 15, 17 .
w xDEFINITION 2.4. A matrix-valued function G g AP is said to pos-n, n
sess an AP factorization if it can be represented as a product
G s G LG ,q y
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"1 w qx "1 w yxwhere G g AP , G g AP , andq n, n y n, n
w xL s diag e , . . . , e , l g R.l l j1 n
The exponents l are called the partial AP indices of G. If such aj
 4factorization exists the tuple l , . . . , l is unique, and if all the partial AP1 n
indices equal zero the AP factorization is called canonical and the matrix
d G s M G M G .  .  .q y
 . w xwith M G defined elementwise is unique 17 ."
"1 w q xThe AP factorization is an AP factorization if G g AP andW q W n, n
"1 w y xG g AP .y W n, n
 .The importance of the AP factorization and the role of the matrix d G
for the Fredholm theory of singular integral operators with semi-almost
periodic coefficients and of convolution type operators with semi-almost
periodic symbols on semi-axes andror on systems of finite intervals are
w xshown in 17, 14, 6, 18, 12 . The following theorem illustrates the role of
AP factorization in case of almost periodic coefficients or symbols.
w  .xOn the space L R , 1 - p - `, consider the singular integral opera-p n
tor
T s P q GPG q y
and the corresponding convolution type operator
W s x I q F y1 GFx I ,G y q
w xwhere G g AP , x are the characteristic functions of the semi-axesW n, n "
R , and F is the Fourier transform."
w x w x. w xTHEOREM 2.5 12 , see also 14, 29 . If G g AP , then the follow-W n, n
ing assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . w  .x1 the operator T is Fredholm on L R ;G p n
 . w  .x2 the operator T is in¨ertible on L R ;G p n
 . w  .x3 the operator W is Fredholm on L R ;G p n
 . w  .x4 the operator W is in¨ertible on L R ;G p n
 .5 G admits a canonical AP factorization;
 .6 G admits a canonical AP factorization.W
Since the corona theorem plays a fundamental role in this paper, we
 w x.recall its statement below see 7, 8 .
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THE CORONA THEOREM. Let f , f , . . . , f be functions in Hq such that1 2 n `
< <inf max f z ) 0. 2.4 .  .jq js1, . . . , nzgP
Ä Ä Ä qThen there exist functions f , f , . . . , f in H such that1 2 n `
n
Äf f s 1. 2.5 . j j
js1
We refer to f , f , . . . , f as corona data and to the problem of deter-1 2 n
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ämining functions f , f , . . . , f as the corona problem; f , f , . . . , f will be1 2 n 1 2 n
 .referred to as corona solutions. Note that condition 2.4 is also necessary
 .for the solvability of the corona problem 2.5 .
3. GENERALIZED FACTORIZATION AND
THE CORONA THEOREM
Let us consider the matrix function
ilje 0
G j s , j g R, 3.1 .  .yi ljf j e .
where l ) 0 and
f j s f j y h j eilj y h j eyi lj 3.2 .  .  .  .  .1 q y
 . "with f g L R , h g H .1 ` " `
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let G be defined by 3.1 and 3.2 , and
f j s f j f j , 3.3 .  .  .  .1 q y
where either
 . q "1 y y1 qi f g H , f g H , e f g H , andq ` y ` l y `
< < < il z y1 <inf max f z , e f z ) 0 .  . 4q yqzgP
or
 . y "1 q y1 yii f g H , f g H , e f g H , andy ` q ` yl q `
< < < yi l z y1 <inf max f z , e f z ) 0. .  . 4y qyzgP
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Then the matrix function G admits a canonical generalized factorization
 . x w  .relati¨ e to L R, w for each p g 1, ` and each w g A R .p p
Proof. Let
ilj 1 0 1 0e 0
G j s s G j . 3.4 .  .  .1 yilj h j 1 h j 1 .  .f j e . q y1
Hence the matrix functions G and G can have a canonical generalized1
factorization only simultaneously.
 .Let us show that G with condition i has a canonical generalized1
factorization.
By the corona theorem, for the corona data f , g g Hq , whereq q `
g j s eilj fy1 j , 3.5 .  .  .q y
Ä q Äthere exist corona solutions f , g g H such that f f q g g s 1. LetÄ Äq q ` q q q q
y1f yg 0 fq q yA s , A s . 3.6 .q yÄ yf 0g fÄ yq q
"1 w qx "1 w yxThen A g H and A g H .q ` 2, 2 y ` 2, 2
The matrix function G has a canonical generalized factorization if and1
only if the same is true for the matrix function G defined by2
1 0
G s A G A s , 3.7 .2 q 1 y g 12
Ä  .where g s yf f e g L R .2 q y yl `
By Theorem 2.2, the matrix function G admits a canonical generalized2
 . x w  .factorization relative to L R, w for each p g 1, ` , w g A R becausep p
the operator
I 0
g P I2 y
w  .x  .is invertible on every space L R, w , 1 - p - `, w g A R . Thus thep 2 p
 .matrix function G with condition i of Theorem 3.1 has a canonical
generalized factorization.
Let us obtain the factors. Consider
G j s Gq j Gy j , j g R, .  .  .2 2 2
with
1 0
"G j s 3.8 .  ."2 g j 1 .2
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and
" y1 Ä yi ljg s r P r g , g j s yf j f j e . 3.9 .  .  .  .2 q " q 2 2 q y
We shall show that G" are factors of a generalized factorization.2
 .  . y1  .  .Since r g g L R and w g L R , w g L R for each w g A R ,q 2 ` p q p
 .  y1 .we conclude that r g g L R, w l L R, w .q 2 p q
Then taking into account that r ry1 g Hy we havey q `
r gq s P r g g Hq w l Hq wy1 , .  .q 2 q q 2 p q
r gy s r ry1P r g g Hy w l Hy wy1 , .  .y 2 y q y q 2 p q
 .  .and the factors 3.8 satisfy condition i of Definition 2.1 of a canonical
 .generalized factorization relative to L R, w . Since G admits a canonicalp 2
 .  .generalized factorization relative to L R, w , 1 - p - `, w g A R and ap p
 .canonical factorization with condition i is determined uniquely to within
 .a constant invertible matrix, we conclude that 3.8 are factors of a
 .canonical generalized factorization of G relative to L R, w .2 p
 .  .Finally, from 3.7 and 3.8 we obtain the factors of a canonical
 .  .generalized factorization of G relative to L R, w , 1 - p - `, w g A R ,p p
Äf g 1 01 0 q qG s qq yh 1 g 1q 2yg fÄq q
and
y10 yf1 0 1 0yG s .yy yh 1g 1 f 0 y2 y
 .If condition ii is satisfied we also obtain the assertion of the theorem
0 1w xwith the help of the transformation G ª JG*J, where J s and G* is1 0
the conjugate transpose matrix for G.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 gives also formulas for the factors G of"
canonical generalized factorization G s G G .q y
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, in case i ,
qÄf q g g g1 0 q q 2 qG s , 3.10 .q qyh 1q yg q f g fÄq q 2 q
y10 yf 1 0yG s , 3.11 .y y y1 yh 1yf yg fy 2 y
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y1 Ä qwhere g s e f , the functions f , g g H are corona solutions for theÄq l y q q `
corona data f , g g Hq , andq q `
" y1 Äg s yr P r f f e ; 3.12 .2 q " q q y yl
 .in case ii ,
y1 q y1yf g yf1 0 q 2 qG s , 3.13 .q yh 1 f 0q q
f gy y 1 0
G s , 3.14 .y y y yh 1Ä yyg q g f f q g gÄy 2 y y 2 y
y1 Ä ywhere g s e f , the functions f , g g H are solutions for the coronaÄy yl q y y `
data f , g g Hy , andy y `
" y1 Äg s yr P r f f e . 3.15 .2 q " q y q l
 .Note that under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 the factors f in 3.3"
 .belong to L R , but may not belong to AP. For example, let l s 2,`
f g Hq , andq `
y1yijf j s 1 y ce s j , j g R, .  . .y
where
z sin t
s z s 2 i dt , z g C, . H t0
5 5y1y  w x.  .and c - e s . Let us remark that see 24 s j s p i sgn j qHy1 `
 < <y1 . < < "  .O j , j ª `, and e s g H , thus ensuring that condition i of"1 `
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, but f f AP.y
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be defined by 3.1 and
f j s f j f j , .  .  .q y
where
f "1 g Hq , e fy1 g Hy , f "1 g Hy , e fy1 g Hq .q ` yl q ` y ` l y `
Then the matrix function G admits the bounded canonical generalized factor-
ization
G s G Gq y
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with
y1 ilj y1f j e f j .  .q yG j s , 3.16 .  .q 0 f j .q
y10 yf j .yG j s . 3.17 .  .y yilj y1f j e f j .  .y q
"1 q "1 yw x w xProof. Obviously, G g H , G g H , and G s G G .q ` 2, 2 y ` 2, 2 q y
To illustrate how this corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1,
put
h s 0, g j s eilj fy1 j , g j s eyi lj fy1 j .  .  .  ." q y y q
and
Ä y1f s f , g s 0.Äq q q
Then
g j s yf j eyi lj fy1 j s yf j g j .  .  .  .  .2 y q y y
and
gq s 0, gy s yf g ,2 2 y y
because f g g Hy. It remains only to substitute all these functions iny y `
 .  .3.10 and 3.11 .
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS OF CANONICAL
AP FACTORIZATION
We begin by relating a canonical AP factorization and a canonical
generalized factorization.
w xPROPOSITION 4.1. Let G g AP admit a canonical AP factorizationn, n
 .G s G G and a canonical generalized factorization relati¨ e to L R, w ,q y p
 . y1G s G G , where 1 - p - `, w g A R . Then G s G C and G sq y p q q y
CG , where C is an in¨ertible constant complex matrix.y
" "  w x.Since AP ; H see the proof of Theorem 1 in 21, Chap. 6 and`
hence, a canonical AP factorization is a case of a canonical generalized
factorization, Proposition 4.1 follows from the uniqueness of canonical
generalized factorization to within a constant invertible complex matrix.
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w x  .  .THEOREM 4.2. Let G g AP be defined by 3.1 and 3.2 with2, 2
h g AP " and f such that" 1
f j s f j f j , .  .  .1 q y
where either
 . q "1 y y1 qi f g AP , f g AP , e f g AP , andq W y W l y W
< < < il z y1 <inf max f z , e f z ) 0 .  . 4q yqzgP
or
 . y "1 q y1 yii f g AP , f g AP , e f g AP , andy W q W yl q W
< < < yi l z y1 <inf max f z , e f z ) 0. .  . 4y qyzgP
Then the matrix function G admits a canonical AP factorization G s G Gq y
 .  .  .  .with factors G gi¨ en by 3.10 and 3.11 in case i and by 3.13 and"
 .  .3.14 in case ii .
 . Proof. For the proof we consider only condition i the proof with
 . .condition ii is analogous .
Since AP"; H " , from Theorem 3.1 it follows that the matrix function`
 .G admits a canonical generalized factorization relative to L R, w , 1 - pp
 .- `, w g A R ,p
G s G G , 4.1 .q y
Ä q " .  .where G are defined by 3.10 and 3.11 with f , g g H and gÄ" q q ` 2
 .given by 3.12 .
 .  .Let G be defined by 3.1 and 3.2 with h s 0.1 "
By Theorem 2.2, the operators T s P q GP and T s P q G PG q y G q 1 y1w  .xare invertible on each space L R, w . Taking into account that G gp 2 1
AP we get from Theorem 2.5 that the matrix-valued function G admitsW 1
a canonical AP factorization
G s GqGy ,1 1 1
 q."1 w q x  y."1 w y xwhere G g AP and G g AP .1 W 2, 2 1 W 2, 2
Then we obtain an AP factorization of the matrix-valued function G,
G s G G , 4.2 .q y
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where
1 0 1 0q yG s G , G s Gq 1 y 1yh 1 yh 1q y
"1 w qx "1 w yxand G g AP , G g AP .q 2, 2 y 2, 2
 .  .From 4.1 , 4.2 , and Proposition 4.1 we may conclude that a canonical
generalized factorization of G is a canonical AP factorization. Moreover,
to within an invertible constant matrix multiple C, the factors G" g1
w "x  .  .AP are given in view of 3.10 and 3.11 byW 2, 2
qÄf q g g gq q 2 qqG s , 4.3 .1 qyg q f g fÄq q 2 q
y10 yfyyG s . 4.4 .1 y y1f yg fy 2 y
Notice that Theorem 4.2 gives conditions for canonical AP factoriza-W
tion of G in case h g AP"." W
 .Let us also note that, under condition i in the last theorem, the factors
 .  .of a canonical AP factorization of G are defined by 3.10 and 3.11 ,
Ä q qwhere f , g g H are corona solutions for the corona data f , g g APÄq q ` q q W
" y1 Ä  .and g s yr P r f f e . Since from 4.3 ,2 q " q q y yl
Ä q q q qf q g g g AP , g y f g g AP ,Äq q 2 W q q 2 W
and
Ä q q Äf q g g f q g y f g g s f f q g g s 1, .Ä Ä .q q 2 q q q 2 q q q q q
Ä q q qthe functions f q g g and g y f g are corona solutions in AP forÄq q 2 q q 2 W
the corona data f , g g APq. Thus for the corona data f , g g APq ,q q W q q W
q there exist corona solutions in AP for the solvability of the coronaW
q q w x.problem in the class AP ; H , see 30 . More precisely, proving Theo-`
rem 4.2, we have, in addition, the following accessory result.
q  ."1 yCOROLLARY 4.3. For corona data f , g g AP with e g g APq q W yl q W
for some l G 0, the corona problem is sol¨ able in APq if and only ifW
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0. 4.5 4 .  .  .q qqzgP
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Ä qMoreover, if we have corona solutions f , g g AP , then g sÄq q W 2
Ä q q q .  .yf f e g AP and by 4.3 and 4.4 , the functions f g , g g g APq y yl W q 2 q 2 W
and gyfy1 g APy. Hence,2 y W
q Ä q q qg s f f g q g g g g AP , .  .Ä2 q q 2 q q 2 W
gy s f gyfy1 g APy . .2 y 2 y W
 y.  y1 .  .In addition we have M g s M r P r g s 0 and then 3.10 and2 q y q 2
 .3.11 give
d d1 0 1 011 12d G s , . yM h 1 yM h 1 .  .d dq y21 22
where
Äd s M g M f , d s y M f q M g M g rM f , .  .  .  .  . .11 q y 12 q q 2 y
d s M f M f , d s M g y M f M g rM f . .  .  .  .  . .Ä21 q y 22 q q 2 y
 .On the other hand if G satisfies condition ii , the factors are defined by
Ä y .  .3.13 and 3.14 , where f , g g H are corona solutions for the coronaÄy y `
y  y. "  .data f , g g AP ; H , and g are given by 3.15 .y y W ` 2
Ä yAnalogously we may have corona solutions f , g g AP and thenÄy y W
d d1 0 1 011 12d G s , . yM h 1 yM h 1 .  .d dq y21 22
where
d s M g y M g M f rM f , .  .  . .Ä11 y 2 y q
Äd s y M f q M g M g rM f , .  .  . .12 y 2 y q
Äd s M f M f , d s M f M g , and g s yf f e . .  .  .  .21 q y 22 q y 2 y q l
Let us indicate a generalization of Theorem 4.2.
w x  .  .THEOREM 4.4. Let G g AP be defined by 3.1 and 3.2 with2, 2
h g AP " and f such that" 1
f j s f j eigj f j , .  .  .1 q y
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where either
 . q "1 y y1 qi f g AP , f g AP , e f g AP , andq W y W l y W
< i z maxg , 04 < < il z y1 i z maxyg , 04 <inf max f z e , e f z e ) 0 .  . 4q yqzgP
or
 . y "1 q y1 yii f g AP , f g AP , e f g AP , andy W q W yl q W
< i z ming , 04 < < yi l z y1 i z minyg , 04 <inf max f z e , e f z e ) 0. .  . 4y qyzgP
 .Then when the matrix-¨ alued function G satisfies condition i :
If g G 0, G has a canonical AP factorization with factors G gi¨ en by"
Ä .  .3.10 and 3.11 , where f is replaced by f e and f , g are coronaÄq q g q q
solutions in Hq for the corona data f e , e fy1 g APq.` q g l y W
 .If g - 0, G is canonically AP factorizable only simultaneously with
yigje 0
,yi lj igjÄyf j e f j e .  .q y
Ä q y1where f , g g AP are corona solutions for the corona data f , e f gÄq q W q lyg y
APq.W
 .When the matrix-¨ alued function G satisfies condition ii :
If g F 0, G has a canonical AP factorization with factors G gi¨ en by"
Ä .  .3.13 and 3.14 , where f is replaced by f e and f , g are coronaÄy y g y y
solutions in Hy for the corona data f e , e fy1 g APy.` y g yl q W
 .If g ) 0, G is canonically AP factorizable only simultaneously with
igje 0
,ilj yigjÄyf j e f j e .  .y q
Ä y y1where f , g g AP are corona solutions for the corona data f , e fÄy y W y ylyg q
g APy.W
 .  .Proof. If g G 0 with condition i or g F 0 with condition ii to obtain
the assertion of the theorem it is enough to introduce, respectively, the
functions fq s f e or fy s f e and to apply Theorem 4.2.1 q g 1 y g
 .   ..Let g - 0 with condition i analogously if g ) 0 with condition ii .
q  . ilj y1 . q qLet g s g e , where g j s e f j . Since f g AP , g g1 q yg q y q W 1
APq , gq s e fy1 with l y g ) 0 and f "1 g APy , we obtain due toW 1 lyg y y W
Corollary 4.3 that for the corona data f , gq g APq there exist coronaq 1 W
Ä qsolutions f , g g AP .Äq q W
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 .Then the matrix-valued function G is canonically AP factorizable only
simultaneously with the matrix function
yigj iljf j yg j e .  . e 0q q
G j s .1 igj yiljf j e f j e .  .Äg j f j .  . q yÄq q
y10 f j .y
=
yf j 0 .y
yigjf j yg j e 0 g j .  .  .q q qs y1 igjÄ yg j f j e .  .g j f j .  .Ä q qq q
yigje 0
s ,igjÄyf j rg j e .  .q q
where
Ä Ä yi ljyf j rg j s yf j e f j . .  .  .  .q q q y
As a consequence of this theorem we may obtain the reduction proce-
w x  w x w x.dure of 2 , which can be applied recursively see 2 and 25 .
Let l ) 0, g - 0, and
f j s f j eigj , .  .q
q  .where f g AP and M f / 0. The matrix-valued functionq W q
ilje 0
G j s . igj yiljf j e e .q
 .satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 4.4 i with f s 1. Consequently, Gy
is AP factorizable only simultaneously with the matrix function
yigje 0
G j s .1 yilj igjÄyf j e e .q
and their partial AP indices coincide. Moreover, we can eliminate from
Ä x wyf e the part with the spectrum outside g , yg . Thus the coronaq yl
theorem is in the basis of the mentioned reduction procedure and on the
 .other hand Theorem 4.4 with g - 0 and condition i or with g ) 0 and
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 .condition ii can be considered as a generalization of the reduction
w xtheorem from 2 .
Theorem 4.2 gives conditions for canonical AP factorization G s G G ,q y
but the factors G depend on the corona solutions that in general we do"
not know explicitly. However, before the end of this section we will obtain
 .  .  .conditions under which the matrix d G s M G M G can be calcu-q y
lated independently of corona solutions.
w x  .THEOREM 4.5. Let G g AP be defined by 3.1 with2, 2
f j s f j f j , .  .  .q y
where
f "1 g APq, e fy1 g APy, f "1 g APy, e fy1 g APq.q yl q y l y
Then the matrix function G admits the canonical AP factorization
G s G G ,q y
"1 w qx "1 w yx  .  .where G g AP , G g AP are defined by 3.16 , 3.17 , andq 2, 2 y 2, 2
d G .
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1M e f M f yM f M f q M e f M e f . .  .  .  .  .l y y q y l y yl qs .y1M f M f M f M e f .  .  .  .q y q yl q
 .Proof. Directly from Corollary 3.3 because we know from 3.16 and
" . w x3.17 that by hypothesis the factors belong to AP .2, 2
w x  .THEOREM 4.6. Let G g AP be defined by 3.1 , where f has the2, 2
representation
f j s f j f j y h j eilj y h j eyi lj h g AP " .  .  .  .  .  .q y q y "
 .that satisfies condition i of Theorem 4.2 and the representation
f j s fq j fy j y hq j eilj y hy j eyi lj h" g AP " .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0
 .that satisfies condition ii of Theorem 4.2.
Let
M h s 0, M hq s 0, .  .y 0
and
M f y M h M g / 0 or M fy y M gy M hy / 0, .  .  .  .  .  .q q q 0 0 0
4.6 .
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y1 y  q.y1where g s e f , g s e f . Then the matrix-¨ alued function G admitsq l y 0 yl 0
 .a canonical AP factorization and d G is gi¨ en by
q yM g M f M f M g y 1 .  .  .  .q y 0 0
M g M f .  .q y M f M f y M h M gw x . .  .  . .y q q q
q yM f M f y M h M g M f M gw x . .  .  .  .  .y q q q 0 0
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, G has two canonical AP factorizations
G s G G , G s GqGy ,q y 0 0
 .  . "  .where G are defined by 3.10 and 3.11 , and G have the form 3.13" 0
 .and 3.14 .
 .  q.Then, taking into account that M h s 0 and M h s 0, we get thaty 0
qÄM f q g g M g .1 0  .q q 2 qd G s . qyM h 1 .q yM g y f g M f . .Äq q 2 q
y10 yM f .y
= y y1M f yM g M f .  .  .y 2 y
M g M f ) .  .q ys yM f M f y M h M g ) .  .  .  .q q q
and on the other hand,
q q qyM g rM f y1rM g .  .  .20 0 20d G s . qM f 0 .0
y yM f M g .  .0 0
= y y y y y yÄyM g y g f M f q g g .Ä  .0 20 0 0 20 0
1 0
= yyM h 1 .0
) )
s ,q y y y q yM f M f y M g M h M f M g .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
" " y1 Äy q .where g are defined by 3.12 and g s yr P r f f e .2 20 q " q 0 0 l
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Then we have
q y y yM f M f y M h M g s M f M f y M g M h .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .y q q q 0 0 0 0
 .  q.  .and from M f / 0, M f / 0 it follows that both numbers in 4.6 arey 0
nonzero. As a result
M g M f ) .  .q y
d G s . 4.7 .  .q yM f M f y M h M g M f M g .  .  .  .  .  .y q q q 0 0
 .  .  .  .Since M f y M h M g / 0 and det d G s 1, the unknown entryq q q
 .of 4.7 is
M g M f M fq M gy y 1 .  .  .  .q y 0 0
.
M f M f y M h M g .  .  .  .y q q q
 .COROLLARY 4.7. Let G be defined by 3.1 with
f s f f 4.8 .q y
such that f s f ,
f g APq , f "1 g APy , e fy1 g APq , M f / 0, .q W y W l y W q
< < < il z y1 <inf max f z , e f z ) 0. .  . 4q yqzgP
Then G admits a canonical AP factorization andW
2< <M g M f M f M g y 1 r M f M f .  .  .  .  .  .q y y q q y
d G s . .
M f M f M f M g .  .  .  .q y y q
Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 4.6 because from f s f the repre-
q y q .sentation 4.8 gives another representation f s f f with f s f and0 0 0 y
yf s f .0 q
5. CRITERIA FOR CANONICAL AP FACTORIZATION
We shall see in this section that the sufficient conditions of Theorem 4.2
are also necessary after applying an appropriate transformation which we
denote by w transform.
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 4For each w g C _ 0 , we define the w transform as an algebraic
w xisomorphism of the nonclosed subalgebra of G g AP with boundedW n, n
w T xspectrum, AP , onto itself, which acts by the rule G ¬ G , whereW n, n w
G j s G einj , 5.1 .  . n
n
G j s G j y i ln w s G w neinj , 5.2 .  .  .w n
n
and ln w denotes an arbitrary value of logarithm.
Let us begin by stating two auxiliary results.
w x  "1. w xLEMMA 5.1. Let G g AP , V G ; yl, l , 0 F l - `, and letn, n
G possess a canonical AP factorization
G s G G .q y
 "1. w x  "1. w xThen V G ; 0, l and V G ; yl, 0 .q y
Proof. Since G has a canonical AP factorization, by definition, G"1 gq
w qx "1 w yxAP and G g AP . We haven, n y n, n
G s GGy1, Gy1 s G Gy1 .q y q y
 . w x  y1 . w xThen V G ; 0, l and V G ; 0, l . Analogously we haveq q
G s Gy1 G, Gy1 s Gy1 Gy q y q
y1 . w x  . w xand V G ; yl, 0 , V G ; yl, 0 .y y
w x  "1. w xLEMMA 5.2. Let G g AP be in¨ertible and V G ; yl, l ,W n, n
0 F l - `. Then G possesses a canonical AP factorization if and only if for
 4   4.each w g C _ 0 equi¨ alently, for some w g C _ 0 , the matrix function
 .  .G defined by 5.2 has a canonical AP factorization. In particular, d G sw
 .d G .w
w xProof. Let G g AP possess a canonical AP factorization G sW n, n
"1 w "xG G . Then by Theorem 2.5, G g AP and from Lemma 5.1,q y " W n, n
 "1. w x  "1. w xV G ; 0, l and V G ; yl, 0 . Since the w transform, G ¬ G ,q y w
w T x w T xis an algebraic isomorphism of AP onto AP , the canonical APW n, n W n, n
 4factorization G s G G is equivalent, for each w g C _ 0 , to theq y
q y  .  .canonical AP factorization G s G G . Obviously, then d G s d G .w w w w
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be defined by
ilje 0
G j s , 5.3 .  .yi ljf j e .
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 . w xwhere f g AP and V f ; yl, l , 0 - l - `. Then the following threeW
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i G has a canonical AP factorization;
 .ii there is a complex constant w / 0 such that
f j s f j f j y h j eyi lj , 5.4 .  .  .  .  .w q y y
where
f g APq , g s e fy1 g APq , f "1 g APy , h g APy ,q W q l y W y W y W
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0; 4 .  .q qqzgP
 .iii there is a complex constant w / 0 such that
f j s f j f j y h j eilj , 5.5 .  .  .  .  .w q y q
where
f g APy , g s e fy1 g APy , f "1 g APq , h g APq ,y W y yl q W q W q W
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0. 4 .  .y yyzgP
 .  .Proof. i « ii . By Theorem 2.5, a canonical AP factorization G s
G G is automatically a canonical AP factorization.q y W
Thus we have
Gy1 G s G , 5.6 .q y
"1 w q x "1 w y xwhere G g AP , G g AP , andq W 2, 2 y W 2, 2
q q y yg g g g11 12 11 12y1G s , G s 5.7 .q q y yq yg g g g21 22 21 22
 q . w x  y . w x  .with V g ; 0, l and V g ; yl, 0 k, j s 1, 2 due to Lemma 5.1.k j k j
 .  .From 5.6 and 5.7 ,
gq j eyi lj s gy j , 5.8 .  .  .12 12
gq j eilj q gq j f j s gy j , 5.9 .  .  .  .  .11 12 11
gq j eyi lj s gy j , 5.10 .  .  .22 22
gq j eilj q gq j f j s gy j . 5.11 .  .  .  .  .21 22 21
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Then
gy j f j s ygq j q gy j eyi lj , 5.12 .  .  .  .  .12 11 11
gy j f j s ygq j q gy j eyi lj . 5.13 .  .  .  .  .22 21 21
 y .  y .Let us show that M g / 0 or M g / 0. We have12 22
det Gy1 det G s det G ,q y
whence
gq gq y gq gq s gy gy y gy gy . 5.14 .11 22 12 21 11 22 12 21
"1 q "1 y  .Since det G g AP and det G g AP , 5.14 implies thatq W y W
gq gq y gq gq s gy gy y gy gy s C / 0. 5.15 .11 22 12 21 11 22 12 21
The last relation shows that the equalities
M gy s M gq e s M gq e s M gy s 0 .  .  .  .12 12 yl 22 yl 22
cannot hold simultaneously because then we have det G s 0.y
 y .Let us assume that M g / 0. Since the spectra of all the functions in12
 .  .5.12 are bounded, we apply the w transform to Eq. 5.12 to obtain
ygq j q gy j wyleyi lj s gy j f j . .  .  .  .11 , w 11, w 12, w w
Let
gy j s a einj . . 12 n
nF0
 y .Since a s M g / 0, let us write0 12
gy j s a w neinj s a 1 q ay1 g j . .  . .12 , w n 0 0 w
nF0
 < <.Fix « g 0, a and choose n - 0 such that0 «
< <a - «r2, n
n -n-0«
and w ) 1 such that
< < n n« < <a w - w a - «r2. n n
nFn nFn« «
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We get
< < < < n < < n < <g - a w q a w - « - a . w n n 0
nFnn -n-0 ««
 y ."1 yThen g g AP and12, w W
y1 y1q y y y yl yiljf j s yg j g j q g j g j w e . .  .  .  .  . .  .w 11, w 12, w 11, w 12, w
5.16 .
Let
.1q "1 yf s g , f s y g , .q 11, w y 12, w
y1y y yl y1h s yg g w , g s e f . .y 11, w 12, w q l y
We have f g APq and h , fy1 g APy. Applying the w transform toq W y y W
 . q  . yl yilj y  .5.8 , we get that g j w e s g j . Then12, w 12, w
g j s yeilj gy j s ygq j wyl , 5.17 .  .  .  .q 12, w 12, w
q  .  .whence g g AP . Consequently, we can rewrite 5.16 in the form 5.4 .q W
It remains only to show that
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0. 5.18 4 .  .  .q qqzgP
Let us consider the corona problem for the corona data f , g g APq.q q W
 .  .  .  .Applying the w transform to 5.8 ] 5.11 , from 5.17 and 5.15 we have
yg j eyi lj s gy j , 5.19 .  .  .q 12, w
Cy1 gq j wyleyi lj s Cy1 gy j , 5.20 .  .  .22 , w 22, w
f j w leilj y g j w lf j s gy j , 5.21 .  .  .  .  .q q w 11, w
Cy1 gq j w leilj q Cy1 gq j f j s Cy1 gy j , 5.22 .  .  .  .  .21 , w 22, w w 21, w
 .From 5.15 ,
1 s Cy1 gy gy y gy gy s Cy1 gy gy y gy gy . .  .11 22 12 21 11, w 22, w 12, w 21, w
 .  .  .  .Then from 5.20 , 5.21 , 5.19 , and 5.22 we have
Äf f q g g s 1, 5.23 .Äq q q q
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where
Ä y1 q y1 q lf s C g , g s C g w .Äq 22, w q 21, w
 .  .Since the corona problem 5.23 is solvable, we get 5.18 .
 .  .i « iii The proof is analogous.
 .  . "1 w x  "1. w xii « i Since G g AP and V G ; yl, l , from LemmaW 2, 2
5.2 it follows that G has a canonical AP factorization only simultaneously
with
l iljw e 0
 4G j s , w g C _ 0 , .w yl yiljf j w e .w
or, equivalently, with
ilje 0ÄG j s . 5.24 .  .yi ljw f j e .w
Ä  .  .From Theorem 4.2, G defined by 5.24 with conditions ii has aw
canonical AP factorization.
 .  .iii « i The proof is analogous.
 .  .By Theorem 4.2, under the conditions ii and iii of Theorem 5.3, the
Ä Äq Äy .matrix function 5.24 has a canonical AP factorization G s G G withw w w
Ä"  .  .  .  .  .factors G given by 3.10 and 3.11 in case ii and by 3.13 and 3.14 inw
Äq "1 q .  .  . w xcase iii . Actually see the proof of Lemma 5.2 , G g AP ,w W 2, 2
Äy "1 y Äq "1 Äy "1 . w x  . . w x  . . w xG g AP and V G ; 0, l , V G ; yl, 0 . Thenw W 2, 2 w w
 .  .according to Lemma 5.2 the matrix function 5.3 under the conditions ii
 .and iii has a canonical AP factorization G s G G with factorsW q y
l Äq Äy ylG s diag w , 1 G , G s G diag 1, w . 5.25 4  4  .y1 y1 /  /q w y ww w
Thus we have the following.
 .  .COROLLARY 5.4. Under conditions ii and iii of Theorem 5.3, the
 .matrix function 5.3 has a canonical AP factorization G s G G with theW q y
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factors
l q lÄw f q g g w g .q q 2 qG s ,q qyg q f g fÄ y1q q 2 q w
y1 y1 ylf h yf wy y yG s 5.26 .y y y1 y y1 ylf q g f h yg f w y1y 2 y y 2 y w
Ä q .in case ii , where f , g are corona solutions in H for the corona data f ,Äq q ` q
q "  .g g AP and g are gi¨ en by 3.12 ; andq W 2
l y1 q l y1yw f g yw fq 2 qG s ,q y1 q y1f q h f g h f y1q q q 2 q q w
ylf g wy y
G s 5.27 .y y y ylÄyg q g f f q g g wÄ  .y 2 y y 2 y y1w
Ä y .in case iii , where f , g are corona solutions in H for the corona data f ,Äy y ` y
y "  .g g AP and g are gi¨ en by 3.15 .y W 2
As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 5.3, let us state a result
about the solvability of the corona problem for functions of bounded
 .spectrum cf. Corollary 4.3 .
THEOREM 5.5. Let
q q w xAP l s f g AP : V f ; 0, l , l G 0. 4 .  .W W
q  .  .The corona problem for corona data f , g g AP l with M g e / 0 isq q W q yl
q  .sol¨ able in AP l if and only ifW
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0. 5.28 4 .  .  .q q
zgC
Proof. We begin with the necessary condition. Let the corona problem
q . q .be solvable in AP l for the corona data f , g g AP l . Then thereW q q W
Ä q .are functions f , g g AP l such thatÄq q W
Äf f q g g s 1. 5.29 .Äq q q q
 .Since the spectra of all functions of 5.29 are bounded, we may apply
 4the w transform and, for each w g C _ 0 , we have
q Äq q qf f q g g s 1.Äw w w w
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 4Thus, for each w g C _ 0 ,
< q < < q <inf max f z , g z ) 0. 5.30 .  .  . 4w wqzgP
Moreover,
fq z s f z y i ln w , gq z s g z y i ln w , .  .  .  .w q w q
 .  .and 5.30 can be rewritten as 5.28 .
 .For the sufficient condition let condition 5.28 hold.
q .We want to show that, for the corona data f , g g AP l with theq q W
 .condition M g e / 0, the corona problemq yl
Äq qf f q g g s 1 5.31 .Äq 2 q 2
q .is solvable in AP l .W
q . y  .Since g g AP l , g e g AP . As M g e / 0 it is possible toq W q yl W q yl
choose w ) 1 such that the function fy s e rgq becomes invertible inw l w
APy. Consider the functionW
f j s fq j fy j y hy j eyi lj , 5.32 .  .  .  .  .w w w w
y y  . w xwhere the function h g AP is chosen so that V f ; yl, l .w W w
It is clear that
"1 y1q q y y q y qf g AP , f g AP , g s e f g AP , .  .w W w W w l w W
 .and from 5.28 ,
< q < < q <inf max f z , g z .  . 4w wqzgP
< < < <s inf max f z y i ln w , g z y i ln w ) 0. 4 .  .q qqzgP
Then Theorem 4.2 with the consequent note implies that the matrix-
 .  .valued function 5.3 with f s f defined by 5.32 has a canonical APw
"1 w q x "1 w y xfactorization, where the factors G g AP and G g AP areq W 2, 2 y W 2, 2
defined by
y1yq q q qÄ 0 y f .f q g g g 1 0ww w 2 w
G s , G s .yq yq q q q y1 yh 1y y y wyg q f g fÄw w 2 w f yg f .w 2 w
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Äq q q qHere f , g are corona solutions in H for the corona data f ,Äw w ` w
q q " y1 Äq y .g g AP l and g s yr P r f f e . As we have seen after Theo-w W 2 q " q w w yl
rem 4.2, the functions
Äq Äq q q q q q qf s f q g g , g s g y f gÄ Äw , 1 w w 2 w , 1 w w 2
give a solution of the corona problem for fq , gq becausew w
Äq q q qf f q g g s 1.Äw , 1 w w , 1 w
Äq q q Äq . w xMoreover, f , g g AP and, by Lemma 5.1, V f ; 0, l ,Äw, 1 w , 1 W w , 1
 q . w xV g ; 0, l .Äw, 1
Äq Äq q q .  .y1 y1Then we may conclude that the functions f s f , g s gÄ Ä2 w , 1 w 2 w , 1 w
q .  .belong to AP l and satisfy 5.31 .W
An analogous result is valid for
y y w xAP l s f g AP : V f ; l, 0 , l F 0. 4 .  .W W
On the basis of Theorem 5.5 we get the following supplement to
Theorem 5.3 and to Corollary 5.4.
 .  .THEOREM 5.6. Let G be defined by 5.3 with f g AP and V f ;W
w xyl, l , 0 - l - `. Then the following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .i G has a canonical AP factorization G s G G ;q y
 .ii there is a complex constant w / 0 such that
f j s f j f j y h j eyi lj , 5.33 .  .  .  .  .w q y y
where
f g APq l , g s e fy1 g APq l , f "1 g APy , h g APy , .  .q W q l y W y W y W
< < < <inf max f z , g z ) 0; 4 .  .q q
zgC
 .iii there is a complex constant w / 0 such that
f j s f j f j y h j eilj , .  .  .  .w q y q
where
f g APy yl , g s e fy1 g APy yl , f "1 g APq , .  .y W y yl q W q W
q < < < <h g AP , inf max f z , g z ) 0. 4 .  .q W y y
zgC
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Moreo¨er, the factors G are gi¨ en by"
y1 y1 yll l f h yf wÄw f w g y y yq qG s , G sq y ylÄ Äyg f f y f e h f e wÄ y1q q y1y q yl y q ylw w
5.34 .
Ä q .  .in case ii , where f , g g AP l are corona solutions for the corona dataÄq q W
q  .f , g g AP l , andq q W
yll l y1Ä f g ww f e yw f y yy l qG s , G s 5.35 .q y yly1 ÄÄ yg f wf y h f e h f Ä y1y yy1q q y l q q ww
Ä y .  .in case iii , where f , g g AP yl are corona solutions for the coronaÄy y W
y  .data f , g g AP yl .y y W
 .  .Proof. i « ii Observing from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that the
corona data f s gq and g s ywyl gq as well as the corona solu-q 11, w q 12, w
Ä y1 q y1 q l q .tions f s C g and g s C g w belong to AP l , and usingÄq 22, w q 21, w W
Theorem 5.5 instead of the usual version of the corona theorem, we get
 .  .implication i « ii by analogy with Theorem 5.3.
 .  .i « iii is proved in the same manner.
 .  .ii « i Applying Theorem 5.5 we obtain that for the corona data f ,q
q Ä q .  .g g AP l there exist corona solutions f , g g AP l . Then g sÄq W q q W 2
Ä y .y e f f g AP and henceyl q y W
1 0"1 yG s g AP .2 W 2, 2"g 12
Further, following the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get a canonical APW
Ä Äq Äy .factorization of the matrix function 5.24 , G s G G , wherew w w
y1Ä 0 yff g 1 0yq qq yÄ ÄG s , G sw w y1 yh 1yyg f f yg fÄq q y 2 y
y1 Ä  .  ..cf. 3.10 and 3.11 . It remains to observe that yg f s f e and to2 y q yl
 .apply 5.25 .
 .  .Similarly, we get that iii « i .
 .  .Note that the form of factors G in 5.34 and 5.35 is simpler than in"
 .  .5.26 and in 5.27 .
w xAfter this paper was completed we learned from 26 that Corollary 4.3
admits the following strengthening.
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THEOREM 5.7. For corona data f , g g APq , the corona problem isq q W
q  .sol¨ able in AP if and only if 4.5 holds.W
Then in Theorem 4.2 and in Corollary 5.4 we may take corona solutions
Ä " "f , g g AP and simplify formulas for g ,Ä" " W 2
ÄyP f f e instead of 3.12 , ." q y yl"g s2  ÄyP f f e instead of 3.15 , ." y q l
where P are complementary projections on AP ," W
Ã Ã Ã ÃP f l e s f l e , P f l e s f l e . .  .  .  .   q l l y l l /  /
l lG0 l l-0
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